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40" 60" x 10' 60" x 50' 60" x 100'

FXtreme Ceramic * 70% Cool Blue $599 $105 $380 $750

CarbonFX 5%, 15%, 20%, 35%, 43%, 50% $104 $129 $190 $215 $299 

RejectorFX

20" 40" 60" x 50' 60" x 100'

70% Grey $75 $199 $325 $210 $399*

*

*

Low-Metal Automotive Window Films
30"

FREE CUSTOM CUTS
Series VLT

20"

$249

www.SolarFXWindowFilms.com |   855.999.8468  

Black NR Automotive Window Films FREE CUSTOM CUTS

Series VLT 20" 24" 36" 40" 60"

Classic 5%, 20%, 35%, 43%, 50% $59 $71 $107 $119 $165
Vintage 5%, 15%, 20%, 35%, 43%, 50% $89 $109 $160 $180 $250 

Ceramic NR Automotive Window Films FREE CUSTOM CUTS

Series VLT 20" 24" 36" 40" 60"

FXtreme Ceramic * 5%, 20%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 45% $199 $239 $359 $399 $549

Charcoal NR Automotive Window Films FREE CUSTOM CUTS

Series VLT 20" 24" 36" 40” 60"

Prime 5%, 20%, 35%, 43%, 50% $89 $109 $160 $180 $250
Ultra 5%, 15%, 20%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 50% $104 $129 $190 $215 $299

 

Pride Distributing

10" VISOR

10" VISOR

$36
$57
$67

$57
$67

60" x 50'

$289

30”

$380

*

Denotes Color-Stable Automotive Films warrantied against excessive color change

FXtreme Ceramic Series is a proprietary, non-metalized automotive �lm that is designed speci�cally to reject heat and 
block 99% of harmful UV rays. This �lm excels at keeping vehicles cooler and reduces the damaging e�ects of the sun.

FXtreme Blue 70% Ceramic �lm will give your customers the highest level of comfort in their cars. As with our FXtreme 
Series, this �lm will help keep vehicles cooler and reduces the damaging e�ects of the sun on vehicle interiors.

RejectorFX 70% �lm is a great alternative to Ceramic �lms. Its low metal re-enforced properties and UV stabilizers make for 
a color-stable �lm that will not fade, has great optical clarity, and is signal friendly to vehicle electronics/

CarbonFX Series provides true color-stability with a deep, black color. UV inhibitors are utilized at multiple stages in 
manufacturing, ensuring the dyes will retain their color for years. The black color matches with any factory windows

Ultra Series is a deep dyed 2-ply, 1.5 Mil polyester �lm in which UV inhibitors are utilized at multiple stages of the manufac-
turing process, ensuring the dyes will retain their color for years to come. 

Vintage Series is a deep dyed 2-ply, 1.5 Mil polyester �lm that will provide minimal color fade over time and will hold up 
beautifully in any climate. A tried-and-true �lm with a rich, black tone.

Prime Series is a deep dyed 2-ply, 1.5 Mil polyester �lm that will provide minimal color fade over time and will hold up 
beautifully in any climate. This �lm will improve installation time and increase productivity.

Classic Series is a dyed single-ply, 1.0 Mil polyester that is made with today’s technology. Therefore, it’s not your normal 
run-of-the-mill 1-ply automotive �lm.

*


